caust survivors denied government benefits, collecting food and clothes for the
needy, and overseeing the MASA Tikkun
Olam Tel Aviv Jaffa program that brings
post college adults to Israel to volunteer
at different organizations. In the early
1990s, we were the first establishment to
host a gay rights event. Most recently,
Beit Daniel and Mishkenot Ruth Daniel
received a lot of media attention because
they served as meeting places for the
organizers of the massive summer social
protests in Tel Aviv demanding economic
equality and social justice.
We’ve also raised our profile
through involvement in the city’s cultural life. We serve as a kind of cultural
incubator, offering free space to artists
and startup performing groups. Several
years ago, for example, Nalagat, a theater group of deaf and blind actors,
needed rehearsal space, so I went to see
them and invited them to use our facility. Today Nalagat is one of Israel’s premier attractions, operating a restaurant
and large theater in Jaffa with sold-out
performances every night. We did the
same for a puppeteer from Russia
named Shaul who needed a place to live
and build his puppets. He did his first
show at Beit Daniel and today is a big
success with his own theater group.
Encounters with artists and their audiences bring people to Beit Daniel who
would never otherwise have entered our
building. Once inside, they begin to ask
questions about who we are and what
we do, and begin to develop an understanding and appreciation of the values
of Progressive Judaism. Our goal is to
open the door and break down the barriers that keep people on the other side.

REGISTER NOW!
Education Grounded in Jewish Values
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Experience Gratz - online and on campus
Educational Technology
Holocaust and Genocide
Jewish-Christian Studies
Jewish Communal Service

Jewish Education
Jewish Non-Proﬁt Management
Jewish Studies
Professional Development for Educators
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Our exceptional FREE offer for your
Bar/Bat Mitzvah child
Our meticulously planned, world renowned tour
Our dynamic, well-routed itinerary
Our ultra-deluxe hotels - Including The King David Jerusalem
Our guides – the most requested team in Israel,
led by our Israel Tour Director, Ben Ami Geller.

Do you plan to build another
Daniel Center?

Absolutely. If things continue to go as
they are, with our organization growing
and the Tel Aviv resident and worker population expanding beyond one million
people, I expect that within the next 10
years we will add more than one congregation to magnify the Reform presence
here. And Gerry Daniel, who is now 95;
his family; and the Daniel Centers staff
plan to create a seminar center for Jewish
professionals from all over the world to
come together in this exciting city.

2012: JUNE 11-25 / JUNE 25-JULY 9 / *JUNE 28-JULY 9 / *JULY 26-AUG. 6 / *AUG.
16-AUG 27 / DEC. 23-JAN. 1, 2013 / DEC. 23-JAN 4, 2013
*SPECIAL VALUE DEPARTURES

2012: *JULY 9-23 / OCT. 22-NOV. 5 / *OCT. 29-NOV. 12
*SPECIAL VALUE DEPARTURES
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